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Rob Kling’s intellectual contribution is a corpus of work that exemplifies the craft of inquiry and the social enterprise of science.1 He applied core sociological ideas and grounded them in evidence. His observations of the empirical world over more than a quarter-century led to research questions that crossed disciplinary boundaries and invigorated disciplines, transformed our thinking, and helped us develop a working vocabulary about technology and social life. He was decidedly unapologetic about his eclecticism. Instead, unconstrained by disciplinary and speciality boundaries or dominant theoretical frameworks and methodologies, he reveled in employing multiple theoretical frameworks, multiple methodologies, and multiple sources of evidence to make his arguments. He contributed to the conceptual scaffolding for a domain of study he called “Social Informatics” through sustained inquiry and a very public record of his work.2
	The goal of this paper is to examine Rob Kling’s craft of inquiry. It analyzes his “action agenda,”3 the core theoretical frameworks he employed and methodological choices he made to understand the social life of computing. The paper traces the evolution of his theorizing, use of method, and gathering of evidence to situate his analysis as an unfailingly consistent critical stance towards computers and social life. This analysis relies on a close reading of his most highly cited works and those papers where he extended his focus on organizational practices and a lifelong meditation on value conflicts and social choices to the discourses of computerization and social transformation. Specifically in the context of the Rob Kling Memorial Workshop, this paper examines the theoretical, methodological, and empirical origins and moral basis of Kling’s thinking about computerization movements that were published in several  papers between 1988 and 2001 (Kling & Iacono, 1988, 1995/1994; Iacono & Kling, 1998/2001; Kling & Zmuidzinas, 1994). 
	Following Alford’s (1998) guide to the analysis of the craft of inquiry and the intellectual legacy of modern social theorists, I examine various “canonical” texts that illustrate how Kling “connected theories, methods, and evidence by paradigmatic arguments” (p. 3). Nisbet’s (1966, 1977) probing essays on the sociological research tradition also guide me as an analyst of Kling’s oeuvre, to illuminate what was distinct about his contribution and how his ideas enriched our understanding of the interdependency and interactions of the social and the technical. Coser’s (1965) study of the origins of the intellectual class reminds us that those special individuals who produce stimulating ideas have a moral compass and are playful, committed, critical, and reflective. And Merton (1988, 2000) reminds us of the importance of favorable institutional conditions, not only a physical infrastructure but also the “cognitive microenvironment” (p. 615) of Kling’s relationships with “trusted asssessors” (Mullins, 1973).4 
	Finally, from among the various essays and critiques of major contributors to various disciplines that I have read while preparing this paper,5 two essays stand out as particularly memorable and applicable to an analysis of Kling’s contribution. York and Clark’s (2005) review essay on Stephen Jay Gould’s intellectual legacy instructs us in the ways that Kling also serves as an exemplar of how humanistic concerns and the sciences are “brought to bear on his investigations of the material world through scientific inquiry” (p. 293). And Boudon’s (1993) essay on Paul Lazarsfeld (1993) provides me with the central argument of this paper: that a “striking feature of [his] work is its great unit[y] of inspiration. The main intuitions that were to guide him throughout his intellectual life were clearly articulated in his first works” (p. 1). 
	My objective is to understand where Kling got his ideas, his intellectual debts, if you will, and how these core ideas were preoccupations that endured until the end of his life.6 I want to “unpack” his project, that intellectual product “that results from complex processes” which do not “ordinarily reveal [their] own historical origins and context” (Alford, 1998, p. 8). What intellectual traditions are embedded and embodied by Kling’s corpus (origins of the theories he relied on; the leading/classic writers in what fields who influenced his thinking)? What research questions did Kling ask? What empirical evidence did he utilize in his analyses of organizational contexts, the ecology of social relations and the political order, and the metaphors and symbolic uses of computer technology in organizations —evidence that was later in his career imaginatively recast as investigations of the “user as social actor,” “computerization movements,” the “social web of computing,” and “socio-technical interaction networks” (STINs) in a framework of scholarly publishing and digital libraries (Kling, 1994; Elliott & Kling, 1997; Kling & Lamb, 1996, 2003; Kling & McKim, 1999, 2000, 2001; Kling, Spector, & McKim, 2002).
	Put another way, I want to construct Kling’s intellectual biography and understand the theoretical, methodological, and empirical intellectual territories that he mapped, to identify the “nucleus or core of ideas,” that creates a coherent set of arguments and that makes Kling’s contribution “conceptually distinct” (Nisbet, 1966, p. xvii). I want to understand the sources of Kling’s “sociological imagination,” that is, how his central ideas were arrived at, and how his work contributed to “debates around central issues [concerning computerization and society] that have gone on” (Alford, 1998, p. 8) for more than a quarter century. This approach is worth pursuing because the “ideas that we are concerned with are incomprehensible save in terms of the ideological contexts in which they first arose” (Nisbet, 1966, p. 9), and it is consistent with Kling’s fundamental philosophy: to dispel the myths surrounding the introduction of computing into the social life of organizations.
	Section two briefly describes the methodology employed for this paper. Section three summarizes the key elements of theory, methodology, and evidence in Kling’s oeuvre that are the basis for his later work on computerization movements.  Section four discusses the role of social and political theory for Kling. Section five offers a provisional assessment of Kling’s contribution to mapping the problem space of “Social Informatics.”

2. Methodology for Constructing the Craft of Rob Kling
This paper examines the origins of Kling’s thought on computerization movements, by tracing historically his use of canonical theorists and  use of empirical evidence in the fields that helped define and refine his thinking. Kling’s classic and contemporary texts from the early 1970s through 2004 (published posthumously) are relied on to demonstrate that he was self-conscious about the choices he made about theory, method, and evidence and that he connected them through paradigmatic arguments.
	How do we trace Kling’s thinking about computerization? He said of himself, “I started my research about computerization with a naive social realist orientation” (Kling, 1992b, p. 352). Where did he end up? Merton (2000) has noted the socio-cognitive functions of citations, among them the author’s recognition of the contribution they make to the validity of his claims. Here I rely on Kling’s use of work by others to provide insights into the theoretical origins of Kling’s conception of computerization in organizational and political life and how Kling constructed his arguments. My assessment is based on a review of Kling’s oeuvre and works that he cited in journal articles, books, book chapters, and proceedings. (This remains an incomplete review, however.) As an additional source of evidence, I also consulted works cited by Kling that appeared in publicly accessible working and conference papers when his formal publications make reference to them. 
	The Institute of Scientific Information Web of Knowledge database served as the primary source of information for constructing the initial sample of the 40 most highly cited Kling works that received at least five citations (see Appendix 1 for this list).7  Based on selection criteria that focus on theory, method, and evidence in historical perspective, this sample was supplemented with additional early and recently published texts that were not identified in the ISI database but were, however, identified by Kling in his work on computerization movements.
	Finally, a word about how I have structured this paper. The validity of my argument rests on a close reading of Kling’s texts and his cited works. It is these cited works, in particular, that provide us with insights into the origins of Kling’s own arguments. I have embedded citations to Kling’s work in the body of the paper. However, in the interests of readability, I have relegated to the extent possible the corpus of evidence of Kling’s voracious and eclectic appetite, that is, his cited works, to footnotes. The authors and dates of their works are those that Kling himself cited, even when later versions of the author’s work exist.

3.  Overview 
Beginning early in his career and continuing until his death in 2003, Kling conducted a detailed critique that challenged the paradigms that dominated thinking about the introduction of technology into organizations (Kling, 1973, 1974, 1977, 1978a, 1978b, 1978c, 1978d, 1980; Kling & Gerson, 1977, 1978; Kling & Scacchi, 1980, 1982). This critique originated first from thoughtful assessment of the observed differences in the mental models of information systems designers and users of their systems (Kling, 1973), which led him to ask: “How could computerized information systems be designed to promote a sense of personal competence and authority?” ─what Kling called “person centered standards” (p. 6), The second source of his critique originated from a series of studies conducted during the 1970s into the early 1980s with his colleagues at the University of California at Irvine on the implementation of computer and electronic data processing in American government and business (Kraemer, Dutton, & Northrop, 1981; Danziger, Dutton, Kling, & Kraemer, 1982). This collaboration led Kling (1974) and his colleagues to ask: “What kinds of impacts do computer based information systems have upon public agencies and the polity?” And as part of his meditation on computerization, Kling also asked: “What influences the adoption of new computer-based technologies?; “How are particular computer-based technologies ordinarily used?; and “What are the social consequences of using computer-based technologies?” (Kling, 1987a, pp. 307-308).
	There is also a stability in what he wanted to understand and the claims he made. His critique and the questions he raised in the early 1970s continued well into the 1990s and early 21st century, not only in his own published work but also on the editorial pages and introductions to the issues of his journal The Information Society. His “big ideas” (Horton, Davenport, & Harper, in press) and also his sensibilities about the problem space and his theoretical position, were acquired early on in his career and remained, very nearly unwaveringly, his intellectual agenda throughout his professional career. Kling had his feet planted firmly in the political and the social orders.
	What are the key elements of Kling’s oeuvre?  First, his work is “theory-laden.”  He always insisted on “theorizing”; it was a word dear to his heart and he employed it often, both informally with his colleagues and students and in formal settings. He was an eclectic reader and critic of theory in several disciplines, although his affinity lay with varieties of modern social and political theory as  conceptual tools that best addressed the problematics of information and computer technologies (ICTs) in organizations and the polity. He came early in his career to the concepts of technology as a “package” of a “complex array of commitments” (Kling & Scacchi, 1979, 1980, 1982; Kling & Dutton, 1982)  and “web models” as a way to examine the social context of computerization (Kling, 1980; Kling & Scacchi, 1982), and through the next decades until his death never altered his theoretical stance (Kling, 1987, 1988; Iacono & Kling, 1989; Kling & McKim, 2000). From the very beginning, Kling (1974) understood how political processes were intrinsic to decisions about computerization and its consequences, and he employed political theory to find explanations for the social order that he observed inside organizations. Theory offered Kling “guidance in his research inquiry, ideas that could be rearranged to suit the problems” that engaged him, “old ideas that he translated into a new vocabulary, and the addition of new notions as a result of reflection on other theories” (Blumer, 1954, p. 4).




	Third, trained as a computer scientist, he may not have studied philosophy with any rigor and thus did not think formally about epistemology. Nor did Kling ever read deeply in the methodologies employed in the social sciences. Yet his instincts about “how we know the world,” translated into questions of research design, were —how else to put it— right on! His critique addressed, for example, the strengths and weaknesses of quantitative and qualitative methods, specifically survey methods and ethnographic and naturalistic methods for studying organizational life; sampling frames and the pitfalls of assuming representativeness; difficulties in the selection of units of analysis; the meaning of statistical correlations; differences between evidence obtained in the laboratory under experimental conditions and in the natural world; and the role of causal arguments, among other topics (see Kling, 1991a, 1987, 1992d). His recommendations for improved methodological rigor in the study of computerization in organizations were sound (se Kling, 1987). It is clear from the critique that Kling levied against the dominant methods employed by investigators of computerization in organizations that he understood the relationship between theory, method, and evidence.
	 How to locate Kling in intellectual space? This question is important because it shaped the research questions he posed, it shaped his critique, it shaped what he labeled himself, and it also shapes the remaining part of this paper which discusses how Kling’s attention came to be focused on computerization movements and, of course, it explains the choices he made in his social relations (his trusted assessors), the epistemic culture that he inhabited (see Cronin, 2005). 
	Kling labeled himself a “web analyst,” which he identified as someone who “uses fundamentally social criteria for defining situations. [Web analysts] ask: how do participants conceptualize their actions, what resources they have available, what are their common practices and procedures, what coalitions they participate in, what options they have, what constraints they face etc?” (Kling, 1987, pp. 317-318). Were we to “pigeonhole” him in a particular discipline based on his research questions and life long work, we could call this one-time, former computer scientist a sociologist, or even a political sociologist, a sociologist of work life, or a sociologist of complex organizations who wanted to work out problems of stability, change, and transformation in society and its institutions that were induced by ICT adoption. 
	His training as a computer scientist provided him with an intimate knowledge of the logic of computer systems and legitimacy in the eyes of the computer science and management information systems professions, and thus made it possible to inhabit more than one world. Very importantly, his training as a computer scientist provided Kling the researcher with an intimate knowledge of their social world and a deep knowledge of the language systems that researchers and practitioners employed which revealed how they defined reality and structured their experience with computerization. His training would later also contribute to Kling’s attention to the metaphors that researchers and practitioners of computerization in organizations employed which helped them defined their reality and to his focus at a macro-political level of the use of metaphors as constitutive of the language of public policy and social action.
	To this must also be added a third component of the intellectual space he inhabited: his keen interest in political life, which he and I discussed nearly every day. Whether or not Kling’s personal commitments regarding social equality, justice, fairness, democracy, liberty, and political rights led him very early on to “see” the political as part and parcel of organizational life, I cannot be certain. But whatever its origins, this third element of his intellectual space was allocated to problems of the political order: to micro-level questions of authority and power inside organizations and to macro-level questions of public policy and governance as they concerned the normative implications of computerization, the roles and responsibilities of the public and private sectors and professions, and public policy design and its consequences for work life and for the citizen.
	Were Kling to summarize the central premises of his life-long project on the consequences of computerization for social life and the research questions he asked, he might have said  the following:
     The study of organizational practices, computer technology, politics and public policy has been dominated by the “presentism” of rational actor (public choice, economic rationality, systems rationalist) theory. And the study of technology-in-organizations has been dominated by the control, efficiency, and productivity features of management, as well as a highly prescriptive or normative form of theorizing that exudes a certainty about the consequences, outcomes, and benefits of computerization but without adequate empirical or behavioral data to support the theoretical underpinnings. Furthermore, these dominant theoretical approaches to modeling technology adoption suggest that technology shapes organizational practices in a deterministic and unidirectional causal direction. However, the theoretical claims made by these approaches do not adequately correspond to what I have observed inside public and private organizations that I have investigated. 
    I have thus extended my theorizing to incorporate multiple theoretical perspectives and, in particular, various forms of interpretive epistemology and associated methodologies to study organizational practices, which links theory and evidence through methodologies that depend on close observation to understand the social world of the organizational actor. Moreover, technology is not neutral; it has consequences for the polity and for the individual. My preference has been to conceptualize technology adoption as a problematic and complex, contingent process, one that is mediated by history, context, structure and agency, culture and meaning systems, symbolic and material interests and resources, and political and social processes—what may be more broadly construed as two analytical approaches: the “social shaping of technology” and the “social construction of technology,” which I have subsumed under a more general arena of study that I call “Social Informatics.” 

4. The Role of Theory 
Blumer (1954) has written that,
Theory exercises a compelling influence on research—setting problems, staking out objects and leading inquiry into asserted relations. In turn, findings of fact test theories, and in suggesting new problems invite the formulation of new proposals. Theory, inquiry and empirical fact are interwoven in a texture of operation with theory guiding inquiry, inquiry seeking and isolating facts, and facts affecting theory. The fruitfulness of their interplay is the means by which an empirical science develops (p. 3).  
Throughout Kling’s career, organizational theorists, among them sociologists,9 political scientists,10 economists,11 and social and cognitive psychologists12 whose work emanated principally from variants of structural-functionalist approaches, played an instrumental role in Kling’s framing of the relationship between computer technology and organizational culture.13  He was most influenced, in particular, by theories of structural contingency, resource dependency and the “new institutionalism” (the argument for these theories is summarized in Kling, Kraemer, Allen, Bakos, Gurbaxani, & Elliott,  1996).14
	Kling always acknowledged that the dominant cognitive psychology, cybernetic models, human relations, information processing and systems theory, management science, public administration, economic, and rational theory approaches provided useful explanatory frameworks —but always with the caveat of “under certain conditions” and when they were supported with robust empirical data.15  Still: however catholic and eclectic his theoretical tastes and however much he reveled in parsing their premises and claims in order to determine their utility for his own arguments, he nonetheless vigorously contested their explanatory or predictive power, contending that their claims to universality were unfounded and that their analytical explanatory power was limited and, thus, inadequate for the task of understanding the dynamics of the social context of computing (Kling, 1976, 1978c, 1980, 1982; Kling & Scacchi, 1980, 1982; Kling & Zmuidzinas, 1994; Lamb & Kling, 2003).
	His constant refrain was that these theoretical approaches were “based on a highly simplified conception of computing and social life” (Kling & Scacchi, 1982, p. 2); and that as “conventional analyses” they “drew a priori boundaries around direct computer-based systems and immediate users, their work groups, or at formal organizational boundaries that often fail[ed] to capture important social relationships which influence[d] the development and use of computer-based systems” (Kling, 1987, p. 307).  But, again, it is important to emphasize that Kling never rejected outright these other models and theoretical perspectives. He always acknowledged their contribution to his thinking and used them instrumentally for the purposes at hand for his arguments, but criticized them because they inadequately explained socially complex technologies. Kling’s strategy was to extract concepts and a working vocabulary from theories he came in contact with to construct a better explanation of computerization in organizations; and this is perhaps most visible in a culminating collaborative work describing the Advanced Integrated Manufacturing Environments (AIMF) project, a multi-year study of coordination changes in U.S. manufacturing firms that implemented new information techologies (Kling et al., 1996). 

4.1 Foundation 1: The Social Order
In a sustained critique launched over more than two decades, there appears to be one theoretical framework and associated concepts and metaphors that clearly and consistently dominated Kling’s thinking about the “puzzles” and “dilemmas” which he encountered: that of the negotiated social order of organizational life in all its structural complexity, contingencies, ambiguity, ritual, and symbolism that social relations imply. Although, as I have earlier noted, Kling was influenced by other theoretical perspectives, the theoreticians of the symbolic interactionist school —whose own intellectual debts were to Weber16 and his “social construction of reality”— exerted the greatest influence on Kling’s thinking about the relationship between social and technical systems and his conceptualization of computerization movements.17 Although Kling never explicitly acknowledged this approach in his cited works, it nevertheless infused all his writings. This is demonstrated by articles written both in his early period (Kling, 1973, 1974, 1978a, 1978b, 1980; Kling & Gerson, 1977, 1978; Kling & Scacchi, 1982) and in his later years (Iacono & Kling, 2001/1998; Kling & Iacono, 1988, 1995; Kling & Courtright, 2003; Lamb & Kling, 2003). 
	In those early years, as it would be throughout his career, the organization was conceptualized as an interactional context and web of relationships —what Snow (2001) calls “interactionist determinism” (p. 369). Symbolic interactionism, for its attention to microprocesses of the social order, was Kling’s theoretical crutch. And, surprisingly, given the social world for whom he wrote and to whom he advocated a new philosophy for studying the introduction of computers into organizational life, this approach has accounted for six of his top ten most highly cited works (Kling, 1980, 1987; Kling & Gerson, 1977, 1978; Kling & Sacchi, 1982; Kling, 1987). 
	Symbolic interactionism provided Kling with a lens to understand the social structure of the computing world. This approach also provided him with a language for decoding the consequences and impacts of computerization on organizational practices and the polity and also the symbol and meaning systems that shaped interpretative action. Thus, we always find throughout his corpus attention to macro- and micro-levels of analysis. This includes core sociological concepts: of context,18 social situation, embeddedness, identity, role, and authority (power); the influence of history on thought and action; the dynamics, contingencies, fluidity, and uncertainty of the outcomes of social relations; social relations as a negotiated order that assumes cooperation but also acknowledges conflict over goals; and the individual as a reflexive social actor with “interests” who acted strategically. 
	This approach, particularly with its emphasis on emergent and dynamic properties of the social order, helped Kling recognize the historical aspects of the dynamic processes of computerization in organizations. He and Iacono (1989, p. 14) wrote that, “In an earlier formulation, we also identified an explicit ‘historical’ dimension because many analyses of computerization discount the way that the social organization of computing in support of a CBIS develops over time in ways that can shape its future, as well as its present.” Kling and Iacono continued, “‘Historical’ has meaning in describing the long-term development of the technical configurations of equipment, the social organization of computing, and the politics of computing in a particular setting”; however, the historical “is not an independent and parallel category.” 
	Symbolic interactionism’s structuralist approach provided Kling with three evocative metaphors to help conceptualize organizational practices related to the introduction and adoption of computerization as  a “web of computing,” as a socio-technical “package,”19 and as a “production lattice.” Seemingly used at times interchangeably, the web of computing and package metaphors evolved towards the end of his career into the “characterization of ICTs as ‘socio-technical interaction networks’ (STINs) —not tools or objects that could be analyzed separately from their users, but which ‘co-constituted each other’ and required that ‘both technologies and users be analyzed integrally’” (Robbin, Courtright, & Davis, 2004, p. 415, citing Kling, 2000a, 2000b). Thus, we see in his most highly cited journal article, the “Social Analyses of Computing” that “...interactionist analysts view the actions of each participant...situated in a complex web of ongoing activities” (Kling, 1980, p. 69). And in his second most highly cited work, a collaboration with Scacchi, an article that carries the title, “The Web of Computing: Computer Technology as Social Organization” (Kling & Scacchi, 1982), once again the emphasis on interaction, social relations and equipment as a “complex set of institutionalized arrangements” (p. 4). In his thirteenth most highly cited article, Kling and Iacono (1989) write that, “The ‘map’ of the social organization of computing in a particular setting portrays a particular configuration of equipment, resources, practices, and control patterns” (p. 14). 
	Kling’s affinity for the symbolic interactionist conception of social life led him to move easily from theorizing about organizational practices as dynamic and emergent processes embedded in “open systems” (Kling & Gerson, 1977, 1978) to a theoretical approach whose central premise was the organization as an organic and open system. It is no surprise that he subsequently found compelling Scott’s (1987/1992, 1995) conceptions of organizations as “open and natural systems” and institutions as symbol systems, and that Kling would come to rely on this conception in the latter part of his life (Kling, 1992a; Kling & Jewett, 1994; Kling & Iacono, 1988, 1995; Covi & Kling, 1996; Iacono & Kling, 2001/1998). The institution as symbol system, coupled with the concepts of structure and agency, led Kling naturally to work by sociologists of what would later be conceptualized as the “new institutionalism” (Kling & Jewett, 1994; Lamb & Kling, 1995, 2003; Lamb, King, & Kling, 2003; Elliott & Kling, 1997).20  
	Symbolic interactionism also provided Kling with the theoretical grounding and a sociological explanation for his two other long-standing preoccupations regarding the dynamics of macro-level processes and consequences of computerization for collective action: political life as manifested in public policy and politics; and the political discourse about computerization at the societal level. As Kling and Iacono (1989) commented, “Political processes are social” (p. 14).  
	Symbolic interactionists had had a decades-long history of research in collective behavior, specifically the study of the interactional processes of groups as social movements, ideology, and the social construction of public problems, which Kling reframed as “computerization movements” (Iacono & Kling, 1988, 1995; Kling & Iacono, 2001/1998; Kling & Zmuidinas, 1994).21 The symbolic interactionists’ interests —originating as they did from an action-oriented sociology committed to creating a more just and equal society and from their theoretical interest in the social aspects of the political processes of protest, resistance, mobilization and action— would have resonated with Kling’s own philosophical tendencies.
	This conceptual shift from the study of micro-level processes in an organizational context to societal interactional processes allowed Kling to problematize computerization as a culturally significant symbol system that reproduced historical and current ideological thought, institutional power, and the contested terrain of political and social relations. Drawing on research on the public discourse of social movements to study the way in which “collective-action frames resonate with potential adherents and sympathizers” (Steinberg, 1998, p. 846),  lent theoretical credibility to his long preoccupation with the competing narratives and discursive repertoires about computerization which he labeled “utopian and dystopian stories” (see Kling, 1996). These narratives could then be reframed as competing and contested arenas of meaning production. Towards the end of his career, his project engaged him in a quasi-linguistic study that applied concepts from the theories of ideology and frame construction to the analysis of the rhetoric of computerization and the rhetorical devices employed by the various interests.
	Without ever having intensively studied the literature or work by sociologists of social movements, social psychologists, or discourse, Kling instinctively understood that he could not “ignore the social context of thought, or the way that society provided the basis for thinking,” and that “discourse could not be separated from social action” (Billig et al., 1988, pp. 1, 4). He recognized that language was a symbol system that “shaped the meaning of what the general public and.[political actors] saw” and “evoked most of the political ‘realities’ that people experienced” (Edelman, 1977, p. 3); and that language was open to “varying situations and to the range of interests of speakers and audiences” (Edelman, 1988, p. 116).
	Without formal training in cognitive science, philosophy, or linguistics, Kling nonetheless understood that language systems helped explain the way the world “is,” how people see that world, and shape interpretations of history, preferences, and commitments to action (cf. March & Olsen, 1989, pp. 40-52). And although Kling does not appear to have read, save a book or two, in the history and theory of ideology, he seems to have been aware (or, at least, he treated it as such) that ideology was not a “complete, unified system of beliefs which [told] the individual how to react, feel and think. Instead ideology...comprised contrary [and opposing] themes” (Billig et al., p. 2).22  Nor does it appear that he subscribed to the claim that ideological thinking was defined by internally consistent conceptual systems, the argument that has dominated much of the work by political scientists until recently (see Converse, 1965; Shils, 1968; Dubois, 2001; Johnson, 1968);. Instead, he seems to have adopted Lakoff’s (2002) view that people “operated with multiple models” (p. 14). Moreover, Kling’s sensibilities led him to a perspective more along the lines of Geertz (1965) whose semantic theoretical approach conceptualized ideologies as cultural systems, as symbolic action (“systems of interacting symbols, as patterns of interworking meanings”) (pp. 56-57).
   	Kling’s argument about computerization movements reflected these multiple theoretical currents and also his reliance on empirical evidence. He had earlier, in work with Iacono (Kling & Iacono, 1984) identified “ideological thought” through a linguistic classification of dystopian and utopian identities. His analysis implies an understanding that this classification was part of the “formation of hypotheses as to the nature of things” (Cohen & Nagel, 1934, p. 223), which  presupposes a whole set of theoretical assumptions (Potter, 1996) regarding the communication of “key ideological beliefs about the favorable links between computerization and a preferred social order which help legitimate relatively high levels of computing investment for many potential adopters” (Kling & Iacono, 1995, p. 121). Subsequent pages in this book chapter were a distillation of his two decades of empirical investigation in computer-based systems, an “interpretive exercise [that] uncover[ed] the different and contrary themes in [the] dialectic of” computerization (Billig et al., 1988, p. 6).
	In sum, I am suggesting that Kling’s early interest in the language employed by practitioners and researchers, specifically, the metaphors that predominated in the literature on computing developments (Kling & Iacono, 1984), which were part and parcel of his life-long critique, aligned easily with the theoretical underpinnings of research on social movements. The adoption of the theoretical lenses of ideology and frame construction employed in his and Iacono’s analyses of computerization movements gave Kling the necessary theoretical tools to make explicit the linkages between microlevel and macrolevel processes as they related to technology adoption—the subjective (identity) and the social relations of the group, professions, in organizations, and in the larger society; and to clarify the utopian and dystopian stances that advocated for and against computerization.23

4.2 Foundation 2: The Political Order
The second project of Kling’s lifelong preoccupation with computerization and social life was the political order. Twenty-eight of the 40 most highly cited Kling works, as well as others that did not fit the criteria for sample selection but contribute to understanding Kling’s oeuvre (e.g., Kling, 1973; Iacono & Kling, 2001/1998) are either wholly or in part devoted to questions of the political order inside organizations or the polity. Power, domination, legitimacy, authority, and influence relations were at the heart of Kling’s analysis of organizational and political life. Value commitments and choices, political cleavages, and public policy considerations figured prominently in his earliest work (Kling, 1974, 1978c; Kling & Gerson, 1977, 1978; McCracken et al., 1974) and were an enduring interest throughout his career. 
	Political theory was central to his first analyses of public and organizational life, in terms of values, power, influence, and authority and their consequences for both the policy process and for bureaucracy (Kling, 1973, 1974, 1976, 1978b). Kling was particularly attracted to political scientists who studied organizational and institutional decision making, the political nature of organizational life, and conceptions of inter-organizational arrangements conceived as networks of markets and hierarchies (Kling, 1974, 1978d, 1982; Kling & McKim, 1999, 2000).24 His political-structuralist orientation favored a perspective that focused on the resources available to and employed by interests (groups) inside and outside organizations, and, as I have earlier discussed, a sensibility about the public discourse which he subsequently labeled “computerization movements.” Early on Kling discovered the utility of political sociologists‘ conceptions of power and influence in community and organizational life.25 Power and ideology, which he conceptualized as a “computing world view” were linked, and computing development was identified as a political process where key actors built support and quieted opposition (Kling & Iacono, 1984, p. 1220).  
	Computerization implied change, change implied conflict, and conflict was endemic to social transformation. Kling and Scacchi (1979) wrote, for example, that, 
Often computing systems are developed and installed when a specific person or small group of individuals actively promotes computing within an organization...Promoters who want resources allocated to their project must often first obtain sanctions from other organizational members...The distribution of computing resources is often the focus of conflicts over budgets, staff, and domain. This is not incidental. Rather it is an intrinsic aspect of computer use. To the extent computing resources are valued by different actors in an organization, they will seek access to them. The resulting contention with its usual conflicts, bargaining and subterfuges is similar to other kinds of organizational politics...There is also some evidence that overall computing arrangements can be more strongly influenced by the political access of key actors than by the technical soundness of their preferences (p. 114).




	His close attention to the assumptions and premises of the various theoretical approaches applied to the study of organizational practices yielded assessments of  the consequences of various public policies on computerization for democracy. His policy interests were wide-ranging. They included, among others, and in no temporal order: personal privacy, mass surveillance systems, electronic funds transfer systems, schooling, enfranchisement, the quality of work life in an information society, the “digital divide,” the design of a national computing and information infrastructure, the role of the scholar in policy design and evaluation, the effects of restructuring labor markets for information work, social stratification, intellectual property, censorship,information production and distribution, the nature of decision making, the role of the library in society, and the abuses of anonymous communication on the Internet (Kling, 1978d, 1978e,1986, 1990, 1991; Kling & Star, 1998; Iacono & Kling, 1987; Teich, Frankel, Kling, & Lee, 1999).26 
	His own value commitments were prominent, even in his earliest paper on computerization and work life, which he presented at the 1973 conference of the Association of Computing Machinery. He wrote that, 
This essay explores themes central to a person-centered computer technology. These issues concern the ways and means that computer technology can help foster a mature and humane society. They involve judgments of social value as well as technical comparisons. As a beginning we must understand how computer technology can be used to enhance (or diminish) the humaneness of the people who are affected by various computer systems (p.. 387).
The consequences of computerization for the human spirit was a theme that would appear and reappear during his 25 years of scholarship, to evolve later in his career into conceptualizing the design of “human-centered systems.” Kling and Star (1998), writing on behalf of a working group that focused on social and organizational informatics, elaborated on what it meant to be human: 
A design which optimizes for performance of a data-entry task but which does not take into account ergonomics, organizational reward structures, and other tasks, activities and feelings a person brings to the job is not effectively taking the human into account. People are not stand-alone organisms —we are quintessentially social and collective, not just individuals— or individuals in a diffuse social world...For us, the term human includes and goes beyond individuals and their cognitions to include the activity and interactions of people with various groups, organizations, and segments of larger communities....People adapt and learn, and from the point of view of systems design, development and use, it is important to take account of the adaptational capabilities of humans. Something that freezes at one development stage, or one stereotyped user behavior, will not fit a human centered definition. (pp. 23-24).
	Social accountability, a term which denoted for Kling (1978b) the “ways of organizing computer specialists, organized groups that develop, manufacture, sell or use computer-based systems, and their markets, so that the broader public is well served” was also a recurrent theme throughout his career (See also Kling, 1980b). He took seriously his own responsibility as an analyst and teacher and to the professions, to advocate for more attention to the consequences of complex systems and to the development of policy models that would “ensure computing arrangements which [would] better serve the public” (Kling, 1980b, p. 166). In what could be labeled Kling’s responsibility-centered approach and first manifesto for social informatics, he wrote, in 1973, that computer scientists and information systems designers needed to devise ways “to deal with a person who may seek productive, satisfying work that makes coherent sense, challenges his talents, and fosters a personal sense of competence” (p. 187). The next year he extended his argument, to write: “I believe that computing and IS designed [sic] professionals are systematically blind to the way in which power relations shape and are shaped by [Automated Information Systems]” (Kling, 1974, p. 9). 
	Four years later, in 1978, Kling (1978b) investigated the “set of policy instruments [about the market, authority, professional control, implementation and enforcement of public policy, and citizen action] that were available in liberal democracies” (p. 9), to expose their assumptions for “handling the problematic aspects of computing and dilemmas of computer-based services” ( p. 10). He argued that computer professionals “needed to understand the patterns of accountability (e.g., influence, exchange, and control) in which computer-based services [were] produced, brokered, and consumed in different settings” and also the “particular situations which may benefit from stronger forms of public voice and develop workable means to foster it.” He concluded, “That is what needs to be done now” (p. 16). Nearly two decades later, in a lively exchange with Woolgar and Grint, Kling (1992b) wrote once again that there was a need to “improve this debate and discourse about the deployment of computerized systems and other potentially powerful technologies,” because the “key national discourses about technology” were “shaped [framed] by commercial interests and government agencies in a way that let them advance their interests through unfettered technological experimentation” (p. 351).
	His core philosophical concerns were unwavering: the relationship between the use of computer-based systems and transformation of the social order. To what extent, he asked, could “computer-based technologies play key roles in restructuring major social relationships —interpersonal, intergroup, and institutional” (Kling, 1991b, p. 344). Computerization raised questions of social choices, and these choices always engaged value conflicts. And his close attention to the language employed by technologists led him to conclude that, “Many of [their] visions delete[d] people and social order in important ways”; this was, in his opinion, a “naive” view and one that also “led to self-serving” arguments against the value of social inquiry about the social roles of computer technologies” (Kling, 1991a, p. 362). He continued, in a related article, “Working in this terrain, [of practical computerization efforts] also has a radical dimension, when one questions arguments and structures that can legitimate social domination...[Thus], an analyst who raises critical questions in these practical domains is sometimes in conflict with powerful organized interests” (Kling, 1992d, p. 351; see also Kling, 1992b,1992c).

 5.  A Provisional Assessment
	Kling’s thinking evolved theoretically over the decades. He eventually found the theoretical approaches of structural contingency, the new institutionalism, and resource dependency most useful for explaining the social world of organizations that were implementing computerized information systems. But he always incorporated perspectives associated with an interpretive turn and the political order, although this interpretive turn was never explicitly identified. With his sensibility to “the historical uniqueness of events,” he eschewed reductionism as an approach to science; emergence and contingency were his foundational principles (York & Clark, 2005, pp. 292, 291).
	Over the course of his life, Kling was a prodigious reader of empirical research on computerization and organizational life, who seemingly through osmosis absorbed and applied sociological and other theories and experimented with different methods for collecting data.27  His cited works also illuminate the critical role that his trusted assessors, his colleagues at the University of California at Irvine, played throughout his career.
	Kling contended that the methodologies associated with the dominant perspectives on organizational life, while they provided him with a very important understanding of behavior and information systems design, were unsatisfactory for illuminating historical and macro- and micro-level processes and their interactions. Although Kling does not appear to have had formal training in methodology, he ably demonstrated a refined understanding in his critique of survey research and statistics, in his arguments about utility of ethnographic research for understanding the emergent processes, and in his calls for a multi-method strategy for conducting organizational studies (Kling, 1987, 1989).
	His corpus of work is a sustained critique of the lack of empirical evidence that supported prescriptive and normative claims made by information systems designers and computer scientists. Kling countered their assessments of the unproblematic nature of computer technology in organizations with case studies where he observed how people actually made use of the technology and by employing multiple methods that included sample surveys followed by statistical analysis, ethnographic field work and unstructured interviewing, and discourse and genre analysis. 
	From the very beginning Kling identified the various interests that had a stake in adoption of computer technology. Deconstructing their arguments sensitized him to the language of justification these interests employed. By the mid-1980s, he began his theoretical move to a quasi-linguistic study of interaction, to focus explicitly on the discourse of these various interests: the scholarly community, government, the mass media, the business community, and the information and computer professions. Kling observed the importance that metaphor had for researchers and practitioners, that the reality of computerization in organizations was defined in terms of metaphors.28 His later work on computerization movements and social transformation, which applied theories of ideology and frame construction derived from the study of social movements, was really just another theoretical turn on his earliest writings that had examined the assumptions, value commitments, and meaning systems that shaped the ideas, value choices, and collective and contested interpretations of computerization: Kling’s later work on computerization movements was a return to a theoretical approach that he pursued in the mid-1970s, a reaffirmation of the utility of symbolic interactionism and Goffman’s seminal thinking on the social order. 
	Kling did not, however, create, (re)construct, or extend theory, or create new methodologies for understanding the empirical world of computing in organizations. One could argue, quite legitimately I think, that Kling’s appropriation of the theories of social movements, social problems, and rhetoric reflected little more than additional useful lenses for him to parse the empirical evidence that he had been accumulating since the early 1970s. These theories were yet another way for Kling to get at the contested and shared belief systems, value commitments, and meanings that mobilized groups for and against technology adoption. Discourse and genre analysis were yet other means to deconstruct the controversies that surrounded social transformation and the political order as they concerned the introduction of information and computer technology into organizational and social life. 
	Theory and concepts were framing devices, yet another way to understand competing interests and how powerful groups legitimated their decisions about computerizing the work place, software firms, lawyers’ offices, schools, libraries, scientific laboratories, or government agencies. Theory and concepts were yet another way for Kling to expose the value-laden, normative and prescriptive bases of the theories that animated the scholarly community‘s examination of the design, introduction, and implementation of information systems in organizational life.29 In truth, debates about society and the role of (information) technology had been ongoing for centuries, and authors of the canonical texts in sociology (Marx, Durkheim, Weber, and Simmel, to name only a few) had always been preoccupied with its consequences for the collective and for the individual. And while Kling never cited them (save Weber, but in a different context), their emanations always appeared through Kling’s cited works of authors whose critiques originated  from these canonical authors (e.g., Braverman [1974], Beniger [1986], Noble [1978]).
	Kling did not read deeply in the various theoretical arguments or methodologies that he applied. His interest in theory was a very practical one; his use of theory and concepts was instrumental. Theory was employed as a sensitizing device to illuminate the problems he investigated. His strategy was to adapt and extract concepts from the theories he came in contact with to construct a satisfactory explanation of computerization in organizations; as such, concepts had value as guides to thinking about a problem that interested him. Empirical research conducted by others on organizational life became rich fodder that validated his own research on the consequences of computerization for work life; and also provided him with supporting evidence for his critique of the discourse on computerization by scholars, government officials, management gurus, and the mass media, and enabled him to contest both utopian and dystopian visions of computerization and social transformation.
	Kling’s sociological theorizing did, however, have consequences for what he ignored. Because his theorizing was directed to the life world of the organizational actor (the interplay between agency and structure), he did not give sufficient attention to the role of the “cognitive self” and the extent to which personal biographies of the actors made a difference in organizational outcomes. We can also be equally critical about his sometimes cavalier use of theoretical concepts; concepts were metaphors that served as heuristic devices.
 	Kling’s intellectual contribution comes from being an enthusiastic bricoleur30  who made the  unobvious, the taken-for-granted, and the ignored explicit, problematic, and visible and, thus,  affected the ways that others interpreted the social world of computing. Kling was a shameless “appropriator” who made theory and evidence go a long way.31 In addition to his being remembered as an “institution builder who worked tirelessly to build a new field of study” (Haigh, 2003, p. 93),  Kling qualifies for having successfully practiced bricolage (improvisation), employing “whatever resources and repertoire came to hand to perform the immediate task” (Weick, 2001, p. 62).32 
	Kling indisputably meets Weick’s (2001) requirements for successful bricolage. As my review of his corpus of work shows, Kling had intimate knowledge of the intellectual resources required to make his claims persuasive: relevant theory, appropriate method, and evidence. He read very widely and made imaginative use of (by selecting and recombining) existing theories, his own and others’ data, and the knowledge and experience of his collaborators. He was a careful observer and close listener, and his oeuvre stands for its “systematic catalog of relations and connections” (p. 63). He had complete trust in his ideas and intuitions. He was a “thinker who made creative use of whatever built up during the process of [his] work” (p. 63), that essential “residue of past experience and the past experience of the people [he collaborated with]” (p. 63). Kling drew “organization out of the raw materials of life by using ingeniously whatever [was] at hand” (p. 63). And his mode of work was consciously designed with “self-correcting structures” that provided continuous “feedback” about the empirical world and appropriate theory to guide his understandings (p. 63).  
	On the basis of my analysis, I conclude that Kling was not an innovator with regard to theory construction, nor was methodological rigor a central concern; these were not his principal interests. I do conclude, however, following Alford’s (1998) standards for the craft of inquiry, that Kling was “theoretically informed, empirically grounded, and historically oriented” (p. 20). He was self-conscious about the choices he made about theory, method, and the evidence he brought to bear on the research problem under investigation. His body of work contributed to the development of theories of computerization in social life and, because of his insistence on observation as the principal way of knowing, to our understanding of the dialectic of theory and evidence.
	His lifelong critique mapped the intellectual space between the disciplinary traditions of computer science and social science and enriched them both in a lively dialogue. His philosophical sympathies led naturally to his advocacy of human-centered design. He recognized that computer-based technologies were potentially transformative, yet the character of their transformations remained unclear. Throughout his life he  remained enthusiastic about technology and optimistic that innovative practices could become institutionalized and that sound public policy could be designed. Kling was a “model of [the] reflexive [scientist]” (York & Clark, 2005, p. 285).  I concur with Lamb (2003) that he was, by the force of a consistent argument, a “scholar on a mission” (p. 196). Rob never stood back from the fray. He was an engaged, enthusiastic, and committed scholar. His legacy was, as I wrote at the beginning of this paper, a conceptual scaffolding for Social Informatics. 
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